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Welcome to Bella Rosa Productions, I’m so happy that you are here! I’m Bella, an outgoing girl living in Miami who loves storytelling. I 
studied journalism, videography and photography in college, and I’m living out my daydream working as a creative storyteller who loves 
to capture stories -- which is exactly what I do as a lifestyle photographer and freelance videographer. When I was 13, I developed a raw 
fascination with cameras; the mechanics behind it amazed me, and I thought it was so cool to see how one click could make a moment 
last for a lifetime. From the first photo I captured to now -- over 13 years later -- I know that my passion in life lays behind telling stories 
that deserve to be told and documenting life’s sweetest moments for others. I get to do what I love every single day, and I am so grateful. 
I actively choose to use my passion to give back by capturing stories that are not only important to me, but are important to others. No 
matter what kind of shoot it is, I always go in with the intention of authentically capturing the moment in front of me. We will never fake 
anything; instead, I will always capture what naturally comes from my client’s heart.
My main intention is to always authentically serve my clients. Check out the rest of my Price Guide to learn about the packages that I offer
and what it is like to work with me, and if you are interested in investing in capturing your unique story for a lifetime, contact me!

meet Bella from
Bella Rosa Productions



“authenticity with a focus on capturing 
your unique story and life’s sweetest 
moments for a lifetime.”



any questions?
your story. your message. your impact. captured for a lifetime.

what kind of photography do you specialize in?
As a lifestyle photographer, I specialize in capturing life’s sweetest moments for
others. I photograph couples (this includes proposals, engagement photos,
and more), families (this includes gender reveals, maternity photos, newborn 
photos, family portraits, and more), graduates (this includes high school, under-
graduate, graduate school portraits, and more), and general portraiture (this 
includes branding photos for your business, headshots, and more). For specific
small events (such as intimate elopments or birthday parties), prices may vary.

what kind of videography services do you provide?
I graduated with a B.S. in Electronic Media from the University of Miami in 2019. 
I have worked as a freelance videographer since graduating by serving on crews
for production companies, covering various roles like Assistant Producer, Camera 
Operator, Editor, and more. I also have provided my videography services for non-
profits that I am passionate about, including Kesem, Shake-A-Leg, and FORGE. 
Videography is a major passion of mine, and I love creating visual pieces for
others -- so much so, that some photography packages described in the next
pages also offer video services.

do you reward client loyalty?
One of the best parts of being a storyteller, is remaining the storyteller for a 
specific client over time. For example, being the person to capture a couple’s
proposal, engagement photos, gender reveal, maternity shoot, then newborn 
photos is an honor I will never be able to fully describe. Because of this, returning
clients will receive 20 percent off the total price for any following shoots.



any questions?
your story. your message. your impact. captured for a lifetime.

how do you handle editing and returning photos?
I am a fast clicker at shoots, ensuring that no special moment is missed. I prefer 
to underpromise and overdeliver; the packages listed below describe a 
minimum number of photos that will be returned, but you can count on it being 
way more than that number. After the shoot, I import the images into Adobe 
Lightroom, filter out the unflattering images, edit, and share them back 
electronically through PixieSet (an incredibly user-friendly online gallery site). 
For graduate shoots, clients will favorite a specified number from watermarked 
preview photos to determine how many I will edit and return. Within 14 
business days, the edited photos will be returned. Clients are given step-by-
step guidance from PixieSet on how to navigate their site, and are able to 
easily download the high-quality edited images quickly!

are there any additional payments?
If you would like to use my two-sided letter board as a prop for your shoot, there 
will be a $5.00 charge. If the booking is made within 48 hours of the requested 
shoot date, there will be a $75.00 charge. If the shoot will take place +30 minutes 
away from where I am based, a $15.00 travel fee will be applied for each 30 
minutes of travel one-way. If there are entrance or parking fees at the location of 
the shoot, my client will cover this cost, as well. If my graduate client would like 
more photos returned, there will be an additional charge added based on the 
number of photos they desire. If my client wants the photos returned within 48 
hours of the shoot, a Rush Fee of $100.00 will be applied. If my client would like a 
high-quality thumb drive with their images, a $50.00 charge will be applied. A
charge of $25.00 will be added per 15 minutes of overtime during the shoot.  



instagram vs. reality
what they see vs. what I see and what I do

-- a beautifully edited image posted for everyone to enjoy -- provide constant communication pre-shoot to ensure my 
client feels as confident, comfortable, and excited as possible
-- when planning proposals, meet at the location prior to plan the 
moment out perfectly with my client
-– travel to the shoot
–- remain true to my down-to-earth self and help my client relax 
and fully enjoy the shoot, doing whatever it takes for the shot
–- travel back from the shoot
–- import the photos onto two hard drives and into Lightroom
–- dedicate hours editing my client’s photos, making sure they are 
as high-quality and beautiful as possible 
–- upload and organize all edited images on PixieSet
–- contact my client to get them PUMPED for their finalized album! 
  

trust me, I put my heart into each shoot -- your investment is worth it!



couples

"Working with Bella was an absolute dream! She made our proposal magical with her professionalism and genuine excitement 
for us. Bella was integral to the planning process and handled every obstacle with grace. With her experience, she was able to 
provide wonderful do's and don't's that made a world of difference. She also edited and returned our stunning proposal pictures 
quickly. You can tell she is passionate about her calling - she is meant to be a lifestyle photographer capturing the essence 
of who you are! Bella is definitely going to be our go-to photographer for all of our future 'big moments' and we cannot wait 
for our engagement shoot in a few months."



 

couples

Package One 
$450.00 for a one-hour proposal shoot.
This covers the cost of a consultation call, a planning session at the venue

prior to the proposal, and posed photos after the proposal.  

A minimum of 90 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Two
$325.00 for a one-hour shoot. 
A minimum of 60 edited images will be returned via PixieSet. 

Package Three
$225.00 for a 30-minute shoot.
A minimum of 30 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Four
$200.00 for a 15-minute shoot.
A minimum of 15 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Five
Your Selection of Package Two, Three, or Four, with a  30-60 

second personal film from the session for an additional $175.00. 

This includes proposal, engagement, general couple portraits, and more. 
There will be a 25 percent non-refundable down deposit upon booking.



families

"Bella walked us through the process and collaborated with us about what we wanted to get out of the [maternity] shoot. She 
was so amazing throughout our entire shoot. She handled our two-year-old with grace and got so many beautiful shots. We 

can’t love them any more! I was stunned at how beautiful our pictures are. Thank you, Bella, for capturing this exciting time in 
our lives -- I will definitely recommend Bella to anyone looking for a photographer!"



families
This includes gender reveals, maternity photos, newborn photos, family portraits, and more. 
There will be a 25 percent non-refundable down deposit upon booking.

Package One 
$325.00 for a one-hour shoot. 
A minimum of 60 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Two
$225.00 for a 30-minute shoot. 
A minimum of 30 edited images will be returned via PixieSet. 

Package Three
$200.00 for a 15-minute shoot.
A minimum of 15 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Four
Your Selection of Package One, Two, or Three, with a  30-60 

second personal film from the session for an additional 

$175.00. 



graduates

“Bella was fantastic during the shoot! You can tell she has experience and knows what she is doing. She guided me on how to do 
different poses, knew which part of my props/gown/stoles to use when, and made the shoot feel easy and fun! She came 
prepared and organized with the route of locations and poses on deck! Her warm personality made me super comfortable in 
front of the camera, which is impressive because I’m usually pretty shy! Overall the photoshoot felt very natural and was a lot of 
fun!



graduates
This includes high school, undergraduate, graduate school portraits, and more. 

There will be a 25 percent non-refundable down deposit upon booking.

Package Four
$175.00 for a 15-minute shoot.
This covers, on average, 2 locations on campus. 

A minimum of 15 edited images will be returned via PixieSet. 

Package Five
$100.00 each for a group shoot.**
This covers only group photos, with no limit on number of graduates 

or locations on campus.

A minimum of 30 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Six
Your Selection of Package One, Two, Three, Four, or Five, with 

a 30-60 second personal film from the session for an additional 

$175.00.

**If you would like both group and individual photos, you may select 
from Packages One through Four, and each pay that price.

Package One 
$375.00 for a two-hour shoot.
This covers, on average, 8 - 10 locations on campus. 

A minimum of 120 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Two
$275.00 for a one-hour shoot.
This covers, on average, 3 - 5 locations on campus.  

A minimum of 60 edited images will be returned via PixieSet. 

Package Three
$225.00 for a 30-minute shoot.
This covers, on average, 3 - 4 locations on campus. 

A minimum of 30 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.



portraits

“I’m not good at the whole ‘modeling’ thing, so I felt pretty nervous going into my shoot. Bella made the process so much easier
for me by having a creative and unique vision already planned out for me. She walked me through different poses, and

consistently gave me a preview of my photos on her camera. I was able to choose which poses I liked most throughout my 
shoot, which made the experience super comfortable!”



portraits
This includes branding photos for your business, headshots, and more. 
There will be a 25 percent non-refundable down deposit upon booking.

Package One 
$300.00 for a one-hour shoot. 
A minimum of 60 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Two
$250.00 for a 30-minute shoot. 
A minimum of 30 edited images will be returned via PixieSet. 

Package Three
$200.00 for a 15-minute shoot.
A minimum of 15 edited images will be returned via PixieSet.

Package Four
Your Selection of Package One, Two, or Three, with a  30-60 

second personal film from the session for an additional $175.00. 



the next step.......
Are you interested in booking a session with me? 

Awesome -- read below to learn what to do now!

I’m interested in hiring you! What is the next step?
I am so excited to learn more and see if we would work well together! Send me an email to itsbellarosaproductions@gmail.com, and 
mention the type of session and the package that you would like to choose. From there, we’ll chat about a date and time that works the 
best for the both of us. After we solidify that information, if we decide to go forward, you will receive a contract to read and sign, and an 
invoice explaining what is due when. Once you have signed the contract and paid the down deposit, we will officially be on our way to 
capture your story!

How long will it take for me to receive my edited images and/or video?
After your shoot ends, it will take up to 14 busineess days to receive the finalized edited images. I always overestimate in the number of 
photos returned, along with the time that it will take to return them, so that way, you can be pleasantly surprised when receiving them 
earlier than expected. There is a Rush Fee available, as well, which is explained earlier in the Price Guide. For videography, it will take up
to 21 business days to receive the finalized edited film.

Help... I still have questions!
Is there anything else that you wish to discuss that was not yet answered in my Price Guide? Send me an email, and let’s chat! I am here 
to make sure that your authentic story is captured, and that cannot happen if we are not on the same page. I pride myself in continuous 
clear communication throughout the entire process to make sure that my clients feel as comfortable and excited as possible entering 
when their shoot, so any and all questions are always encouraged!



www.bellarosaproductions.org | itsbellarosaproductions@gmail.com | Instagram: @bellarosaproductions 


